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 Know the Skin You Are In

Learn what to look for and check your skin regularly. Most skin cancers can be cured if they’re caught early 

enough. First of all you’re going to need a room with good lighting and a mirror, and preferably someone who 

can check those hard-to-see places, like your back and back of your neck. Check your body top to bottom - 

don’t forget your palms, the soles of your feet, your ears, and your scalp.

What you’re looking for:

• birthmarks or moles that have changed in shape, colour, size, or surface area

• any new skin markings (moles, blemishes, colorations or bumps)

• any sore that doesn’t heal 

• any patch of skin that bleeds, oozes, swells, itches, or becomes red and bumpy

A normal mole is a nice brown or black colour, it can be flat or slightly raised, and is usually round or oval. 

Most moles are around 2.5 cm (1 inch) across, or about the size of a pencil eraser. They can show up anytime, 

and usually stay the same for years.

To check if your mole is suspicious, use the ABCDE rule:

A = Asymmetry  The shape on one side is different from the other side.

B = Border  The border is irregular, ragged, and imprecise.

C = Colour  The mole has multiple colours –tan, brown, black, red, pink, or white areas.

D = Diameter  The diameter or width increases (usually greater than the size of a pencil eraser)

E = Evolution   A change in the size, shape, surface (especially bleeding), or colour. It may also feel 

different (possibly itchy or tender).
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If you notice changes or are confused about what you should be looking for, ask your doctor for help.
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